Assessing the impact of periodontal therapy on tooth loss: a register-based longitudinal study in Denmark
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Abstract

Background: While regular periodontal care is advocated to reduce tooth loss considerably among periodontitis patients, evidence from observational studies is often limited to small single-center studies. This study aims to quantify the effect of periodontal care on tooth extractions using comprehensive Danish register data.

Methods: A nation-wide register-based cohort study was conducted, encompassing 40-year-old individuals with incident periodontitis in 2001, tracked through Danish registers until the end of 2021. Receiving any periodontal care was determined annually, and the number of non-surgical tooth extractions serving as the annually varying outcome. G-estimation of structural nested mean models adjusted for time-varying confounding and loss to follow-up were employed to estimate the average treatment effect of periodontal therapy on subsequent tooth extractions.

Results: The study included 1,251 40-year-olds with incident periodontitis in 2001. The average follow-up from 2002 onwards was 19.1 years and amounted to 23,878 person-years. On average, participants received periodontal care in 12.1 years (SD 6.3) and lost an average of 1.4 teeth (SD 3.0). G-estimation showed that receiving periodontal therapy in a given year reduced the number of teeth extracted in the following year by 0.03 (95% CI: -0.05 to 0.00). The cumulative effect of receiving periodontal therapy for five consecutive years was associated with an average of 0.06 (95% CI: 0.03 to 0.11) less extracted teeth. This protective effect was observed regardless of the baseline severity of periodontitis.

Conclusions: Periodontal therapy resulted in a modest reduction in tooth extractions. The effectiveness of periodontal therapy against tooth loss seems to be considerably smaller than anticipated by earlier studies.
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INTRODUCTION

The consensus within the dental community underscores the importance of regular periodontal care in reducing adverse disease outcomes, such as tooth loss, in patients with periodontitis.\textsuperscript{1-6} Much of the evidence supporting this consensus comes from observational studies that, while valuable, are often limited by their scale,\textsuperscript{2,3,7} focusing on a single university, hospital, specialist practice or even individual practitioners.\textsuperscript{8-10} These studies consistently report higher rates of tooth loss among patients who do not adhere to recommended periodontal treatment plans, underscoring the potential benefits of regular care.\textsuperscript{2,3,7}

Indeed, observational research plays a crucial role in our understanding of the effectiveness of regular periodontal care, primarily because it circumvents the ethical, practical, and financial hurdles of large and long-term randomized controlled trials. Despite their inherent limitations, observational studies can track large populations over extended periods, providing valuable data on long-term outcomes of long-term treatments of relatively slowly progressing chronic diseases like periodontitis. Causal inference from observational data requires careful design and sometimes sophisticated statistical methods.\textsuperscript{11,12} This is particularly true for long-term and time-varying treatments,\textsuperscript{13,14} such as periodontal care, which are influenced by a broad set of time-varying factors including previous treatments, socioeconomic conditions, and the severity and progression of the disease.\textsuperscript{2,3,7} However, such methods have not been applied to investigate the effectiveness of regular periodontal care on reducing adverse disease outcomes, such as tooth loss.\textsuperscript{2,3,7}

The aim of the current study was to estimate the effect of receiving periodontal care on the number of subsequent extractions in periodontitis patients over a long follow-up using Danish register data and robust causal inference methods.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

The data used for the present analyses originate from a large, register-based prospective dynamic cohort study based on Danish register data. All permanent residents have a unique civil personal registration number, which, via the Danish Civil Registration System, allows follow-up and linkage of individual-level information from multiple registers. We generated the cohort by linking information from the Civil Registration System, the Educational Register, the Income Statistics Register, the National Health Insurance Service Register and the Register for Selected Chronic Diseases. People were eligible for entry into the cohort when they reached the age of 20 years in the period from 1 January 1990 to 31 December 2021, were alive at the time of entry, and were permanent residents of Denmark. The study was approved by the Danish Data Protection Agency.

Sample selection and follow-up

Since 2000, private dental practitioners have had to report the number of teeth present, the number of filled teeth, and the number of decayed teeth for their patients turning 25, 40 or 65 years during the ongoing calendar year\textsuperscript{15}. Data are reported to the National Board of Health\textsuperscript{15} where the data have become integrated with the National Health Insurance Service Register. From the National Health Insurance Service Register, we also obtained information on the dental treatments covered by the National Health Insurance scheme for subsidized dental care for all residents in Denmark between 1990 and 2021. This registry thus contains information on all patients, providers, and the services provided insofar as these are publicly subsidized, and regardless of whether a person has additional private insurance or not. Because the register does not contain diagnosis codes, we defined periodontitis based on the periodontal treatment provided, as done in other studies.\textsuperscript{16,17} A person was considered a periodontitis case from the year onwards when the person received their first course of periodontal treatment.
that involved subgingival/root surface instrumentation in pathological/deepened pockets. These treatments were identified with treatment codes 1420 (general periodontal treatment), 1425, 1430 (extended periodontal treatment), 1452 (control after general periodontal treatment), 1453 (control after extended periodontal treatment), 1431 (root debridement), 1440 (periodontal surgery), and 1454 (control after periodontal surgery). In the following, we will use the moniker “incident periodontitis” to describe this first occurrence of a course of periodontal treatment that involved subgingival/root surface instrumentation in pathological/deepened pockets. People selected this way might have been exposed to supragingival scaling and/or individual preventive services prior to becoming cases of incident periodontitis, but they had no prior periodontal treatments involving subgingival instrumentation recorded.

For the purpose of this study, we selected people fulfilling all the following: 1) turned 40 years in 2001, 2) had incident periodontitis in 2001, 3) had a dental examination which included the reporting of the number of teeth present, the number of filled teeth, and the number of decayed teeth for the year 2001, and 4) had lived permanently in Denmark between 1997 and 2002 (Figure S1). All individuals thus selected were followed from 1997 until the earliest of the following events: the end of 2021, the year of death, or permanent relocation abroad (Figure 1).

The rationale behind these criteria was to achieve a sample of 40-year-old individuals with incident periodontitis in 2001 who could be followed up for tooth extractions after having been observed to be periodontitis free (no recording of subgingival or surgical periodontal treatments) for a period extending at least back to 1997, and possibly back to 1990, while providing information about the numbers of teeth, filled teeth, and decayed teeth from 2001.

**Exposure and outcome**
Any person selected as outlined above was defined to be exposed in the calendar year if the person had received (yes/no) periodontal care in the form of individualized prevention, or any supragingival, subgingival, or surgical periodontal treatment according to the National Health Services Register. The number of non-surgical tooth extractions in each calendar year was determined based on the treatment codes for tooth extractions and used as an outcome.

**Covariates**

The time-invariant covariates considered in the analysis (Figure 1, Supplementary material) were the 2001 recordings of gender, origin (immigrants, descendants of immigrants, Danish origin), number of teeth present (0-28), number of decayed teeth (0-28), number of filled teeth (0-28), and presence (yes/no) of severe periodontitis, defined by the receipt of root debridement or periodontal surgery (treatment codes 1431, 1440).

Annually time-varying covariates (Figure 1, Supplementary material) considered were the region of residence (North Jutland, Central Jutland, Southern Denmark, Zealand, Greater Copenhagen), the highest educational attainment (eight levels), the income percentile, the number of restorative treatments in a calendar year, and type 1 or type 2 diabetes status, which turned from 0 to 1 in the year the patient got diabetes according to the Danish National Diabetes Register (Supplementary material).

**Statistical analysis**

G-estimation of structural nested mean models\textsuperscript{13,14,18-21} was used to estimate the average treatment effect of having received periodontal therapy in a calendar year on the number of extracted teeth in the subsequent years. Traditional statistical analysis methods are not suitable for such causal inference due to the presence of time-varying exposure and outcome, and time-varying confounding occurring when confounding is affected by earlier exposure or outcome status, or both. This can be shown with a directed acyclic graph (DAG) (Figure 2),
which illustrates a simplified version of our analytical design involving only three time points, labeled 1-3. Suppose we have a time-varying binary exposure E (receiving periodontal therapy), and an outcome O (the number of tooth extractions), measured at each of the years \( t=1,\ldots, T \). The exposure and outcome in a given year will be influenced by 1) previous exposure and outcome status, 2) time-invariant confounders C (e.g., gender or baseline disease severity), 3) time-varying confounders W (e.g., income or education) affecting exposure and outcome with or without lag, 4) time-varying confounders V, affecting exposure and outcome only with lag, such as treatments given at the same time as the exposure or the outcome. Note also that time-varying confounders are affected by previous exposure and outcome status, and that from the last time point, only outcome data is used.

We are interested in measuring the effect of E_1 on O_2, E_1 on O_3, and E_2 on O_3. The DAG presented in Figure 2 indicates that to estimate the effect from E_1 to O_3, one should and should not adjust for time-varying confounders (W_2, V_1, V_2) and previous outcomes (Y_2, Y_1) because they are both mediators and confounders on the causal pathways from E_1 to O_3 (green). In line with the principles of causal inference, if one adjusts for a mediator, it induces a collider bias and if one does not adjust for confounding, there will be bias from uncontrolled confounding. In such cases the use of traditional statistical methods leads to biased results.\textsuperscript{13,14,19}

However, g-estimation of structural nested mean models is one approach to handle this situation and thus to estimate all three desired treatment effects, E_1 on O_2, E_1 on O_3, and E_2 on O_3. The simplified outline of the g-estimation process\textsuperscript{13,14,18-21} goes as follows: Estimation proceeds by focusing in turn on each outcome time (O_2 and O_3) and sequentially estimating the treatment effects from previous times (E_1 and E_2) on that outcome. Importantly, the latest outcome, O_3, can be considered as the result of accumulation of the treatment effects from all previous time points (E_1 and E_2). "Peeling off” the effect of E_2 on O_3 from the variation in
O3 allows unbiased estimation of the effect of E1 on O3 by a simple outcome (O3) regression model including E1 and all pre-exposure variables (C, W1).\textsuperscript{13,14,18,21} To make these outcome models more robust, they are supplemented with balancing propensity scores for confounders, previous exposures, and previous outcome status for each exposure time (E1 and E2). For instance, the outcome model estimating the effect of E1 on O3 includes propensity scores to balance C and W1 by E1 status. Therefore, g-estimation can be considered a doubly robust strategy which is not so dependent on a correctly specified single propensity score or outcome model.\textsuperscript{13,14,18-21} G-estimation models can also be supplemented with weights from a censoring model to control for potentially differing drop-out probabilities depending on previous exposure, outcome, and confounder values.\textsuperscript{13,14,18-21} Even though being a sophisticated approach, three common causal inference assumptions need to hold in order to correctly identify the causal effect with g-estimation; conditional exchangeability, that is no unmeasured confounding; positivity, that is above zero probability of receiving exposure; and counterfactual consistency, which dictates that an “individual’s counterfactual outcome under a specific set of exposures is equal to their outcome had it been their observed exposure history.”\textsuperscript{20}

Rather than reporting all three effect estimates from the DAG example (E1 on O2, E1 on O3, and E2 on O3) - which with 10 time points could amount to 55 effects (1+2+…+10=55) - one can estimate the effect of exposure on the outcome up to a specified number of time points between exposure and outcome.\textsuperscript{20,21} In the example, the effect estimates for E1 on O2 and E2 on O3 represent the effect of E on O one time point ahead, whereas the effect estimate E1 on O3 represents the effect of E on O two time points ahead. This offers several advantages, including improved computational efficiency by focusing on the most relevant and accurately estimated effects. It also allows for the exploration of how the effect of E on O may change over time, potentially increasing or decreasing as the interval between them widens.
Furthermore, when $O$ is a continuous outcome, the sum of these time-varying effects can be interpreted as the average treatment effect on tooth extractions of receiving periodontal therapy at all time points versus not receiving it at any time point during follow-up.\textsuperscript{18,20,21}

We therefore used the g-estimation of structural nested mean models by applying variable specifications as outlined in the following. In line with the simplified DAG (Figure 2), our exposure was the time-varying binary recording of receiving periodontal therapy (yes/no) in a calendar year from 2002 (E1) to 2020 (E19), and our outcome was the number of extractions in a calendar year from 2003 (O2) to 2021 (O20). Gender, origin, baseline number of teeth, baseline number of decayed teeth, baseline number of fillings, baseline disease severity were the time-invariant confounders (C) measured in 2001 ($T=0$); while educational level, income, municipality/region and diabetes status were considered time-varying confounders with and without a 1-year lag (W); while the number of restorations was considered a time-varying confounder affecting only with a 1-to-5-year lag (V). Additionally, previous outcome and previous exposure status were allowed to affect subsequent outcome and exposure status with a 1-to-5-year lag. The rationale behind the decision to allow a 1-to-5-year lag, rather than using all historical data, was to maintain computational efficiency without changing the primary estimate considerably. Principally, using the notation in the DAG, allowing a 1-to-5-year lag effect means that e.g., when investigating the effect of periodontal therapy in the sixth year, $E_6$, on the number of extractions in the seventh year, $O_7$, both the outcome model and the propensity score models include $C$, $W_6$, $V_0$-$V_5$, $E_0$-$E_5$ and $O_0$-$O_5$. The same logic applies for all propensity score and outcome models in all other years. It is also worth noting that our approach allowed account of 1-to-5-year lag effects for $E$, $O$ and $V$ already from the beginning of the follow-up (2002, $T=1$) and onwards. In the propensity score and outcome models, continuous covariates with sufficient variability – in our case income and number of fillings - were allowed to have non-linear relationships with the outcome and the exposure
using natural cubic splines. Additionally, censoring weights (death/move abroad) were generated using the same adjustment sets.

Utilizing the above-mentioned model specifications and the gesttools\(^{20}\) package in R (Supplementary material), we conducted g-estimation of structural nested mean models to estimate the time-varying average treatment effect of receiving periodontal therapy at any exposure time on the number of extracted teeth in the ensuing one to five year period. Three different outcome specifications were used. First, we treated the number of extractions within a calendar year as a continuous variable and employed linear regression in the g-estimation. Even though the linear modeling of the number of extracted teeth in a calendar year most likely violates the assumptions underpinning the linear regression, it allows us to estimate what would be the effect of receiving periodontal therapy each year over a 5-year-period compared to not receiving periodontal therapy in any year over the 5 years. We also ran analyses considering the outcome as a count variable, or as a dichotomized variable, i.e., having at least one tooth extraction within a calendar year. In both cases, gamma regression with a log link function was used instead of linear regression.\(^{18,20}\) In these cases the effect modelled is either the ratio of the expected numbers of tooth extractions within a calendar year in one to five years ahead or the ratio of the probability of having at least one tooth extraction within a calendar year. Again, we estimate the time-varying average treatment effect of receiving periodontal therapy at any exposure time on the number of extracted teeth in the following five years.

Considering that the effect might differ based on the baseline severity of the disease, we also allowed baseline disease severity to modify the effect of receiving periodontal therapy. 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the estimates were generated by bootstrapping the dataset 500 times. In addition to basic descriptive statistics, we report the findings from the propensity
score model used, indicating how utilized variables were associated with receiving periodontal therapy within a calendar year.

Sensitivity analyses

As we did not determine the actual temporal relationships between the dental treatments received within a given year, the DAG in Figure 2 represents just one possible data generation process. A sensitivity analysis was therefore conducted based on an alternative DAG, in which the arrows from E to O and from E to V were reversed in each year. This means that instead of assuming that other treatments (V) and extractions (O) in same year are caused by periodontal care (E), they are considered determinants of receiving periodontal care in the same year. Therefore, they should be included in the models estimating the effects originating from the same year, and not omitted as we did in the primary analyses. For instance, when estimating the effect from E6 to O7, the adjustment sets in propensity score and outcome models would change from C, W6, V0-V5, E0-E5 and O0-O5 to C, W6, V1-V6, E1-E5 and O1-O6, and similarly for all other combinations of exposure and outcome times (Figure 3). These analyses served to indicate the sensitivity of the results to the specification of the unknown temporal relationships among recordings from the same year.

RESULTS

The final sample of 40-year-old individuals with incident periodontitis in 2001 included 1,251 persons (Figure S1), who were followed for 30,133 person-years from 1997 to 2021, or up to censoring due to death or moving abroad after 2002. The average duration of the follow-up from 2002 onwards was 19.1 years and amounted to 23,878 person-years.

A little over half of the sample were men and about one half had severe periodontitis at baseline (Table 1). The vast majority were of Danish origin and had a complete dentition (28 teeth) at baseline. At baseline (2001) the median number of filled and decayed teeth were 12
(IQR=8-16) and 0 (IQR=0-2), respectively. The sample had higher average income than the general population (median income percentile over 50), and over two-thirds of the sample had vocational education as their highest educational level.

Figure 4 shows that 60-75% of the individuals received periodontal care in the calendar year from 2002 to 2021. The percentage slightly decreased over the years. On average, a person had 12.1 (SD 6.3) years in which they received periodontal care. The average number of extractions in a calendar year increased from approximately 0.05 to 0.10 during the follow-up (Figure 4). Over follow-up, 1,715 teeth were lost, amounting to an average of 1.4 (SD 3) teeth lost per person.

Receiving periodontal therapy within a calendar year was strongly associated with having received periodontal therapy in the previous five years, e.g., having received periodontal therapy in the previous year was associated with 5.52 higher odds of receiving periodontal therapy next year (Table S1). Having received extractions in the previous five years was associated with a slightly lower probability of receiving periodontal therapy in the calendar year. Other variables associated with receiving periodontal therapy within a calendar year were income splines, region, education, gender, origin, disease severity at baseline and calendar year.

G-estimation showed that receiving periodontal therapy in a calendar year decreased the number of extracted teeth in the following year by -0.03 teeth (95% CI -0.05; 0.00, Figure 5A). The effect on the number of extracted teeth two years later was slightly smaller than the effect on the number of extracted teeth three to four years after treatment, and the effect of receiving periodontal therapy in a calendar year on the number of teeth extracted five years later was close to null (0.02, 95 CI -0.01; 0.05). Because these effect estimates originated from the linear models, we can estimate that receiving periodontal therapy in five years a row
compared to not receiving any periodontal therapy is associated with an average of 0.06 (0.03; 0.11) less extracted teeth. The effect was practically similar whether people had severe or non-severe periodontitis at baseline (Figure 5B).

On the risk ratio scale, the effect of periodontal therapy amounted to a risk ratio of 0.92 (95% CI 0.74; 1.14) indicating a lower risk of receiving a tooth extraction (Figure 5C) and a 0.75 (95% CI 0.57; 1.01) lower ratio of the expected number of tooth extractions in the year following periodontal therapy (Figure 5E). The small protective effect of receiving periodontal therapy within a calendar year lasted three years (Figures 5C,E), and the effect was close to null or even associated with higher risk of teeth extractions four to five years later. Again, the effect was practically similar whether people had severe or non-severe periodontitis at baseline (Figure 5D,F).

Results were practically identical when variables were operationalized in line with the alternative DAG (Figure S2).

DISCUSSION

The findings of this register-based study indicate that the effect of receiving periodontal therapy in a calendar year reduces the number of extracted teeth by 0.03 (95% CI -0.05; -0.00) teeth in the following year. This corresponds to a ratio of the expected number of tooth extractions in the year following periodontal therapy of 0.75 (95% CI 0.57; 1.01) indicating that if the untreated would expect one tooth extraction the corresponding figure would be 0.75 for the treated. Similarly, the risk ratio for a tooth extraction in the year following periodontal therapy was 0.92 (95% CI 0.74; 1.14), indicating an 8% lower risk among the treated of receiving at least one tooth extraction in the following year. The protective effect of periodontal treatment seemed to disappear after three years, and we can estimate that receiving periodontal therapy for five years in a row compared to not receiving any
Periodontal therapy was associated with an average of 0.06 (0.03; 0.11) less extracted teeth. The effect of periodontal therapy was practically similar whether people had severe or non-severe periodontitis at baseline.

Even though we were able to use robust causal inference methods and long-term, rich, and nationally representative Danish data, this study is not without limitations. Neither the content related to treatments nor the dental health records in the National Health Insurance Service Register are scientifically validated. Thus, there may be variation in how the number of teeth, number of filled teeth, and number of decayed teeth are recorded, or in how the guidance and definitions of indications for the treatment codes have been applied. As with all observational research, particularly register-related research, there is always some degree of unmeasured confounding. Some factors related to tooth loss and adherence to periodontal therapy, which we were not able to consider, may have biased some of our effect estimates towards null and some away from null. For instance, smoking, which is the strongest cause of periodontitis, seems to be associated with higher tooth loss and with not receiving treatment, and this may bias our estimate towards protective effects. Additionally, the adjustments made in the analyses may not fully account for the disease severity, which could influence both the likelihood of receiving periodontal treatment and experiencing tooth loss, potentially biasing our estimates towards no effect. On a slightly different note, a methodological challenge may have arisen from the fact that having a tooth extraction was a relatively infrequent event in the investigated population, and this results in an outcome variable with a rather skewed distribution, which is suboptimal for common statistical models.

When interpreting the findings it is important to bear in mind that periodontal therapy was defined as receiving any periodontal therapy within a calendar year. Clearly, this reflects the visiting intervals deemed appropriate for periodontitis patients by current dental community standards. However, this exposure definition may entail treatment patterns that some could
consider suboptimal, e.g., periodontal therapy delivered at almost two-year intervals (visit in January, and then next in December in the following year). Furthermore, we cannot guarantee that the treatments provided align with contemporary standards.\textsuperscript{4,5} Accordingly, our treatment effect estimates may be biased towards null to an unknown extent. However, the implications of this underestimation are likely to be quite small because only a minority of people seem able or willing to receive periodontal therapy in the long term as recommended.\textsuperscript{2,22} Notwithstanding these limitations, the reported treatment effect estimates provide important insights about the real-world effectiveness of periodontal therapy on tooth loss in Denmark.

It has been meta-analytically estimated that those who adhere to periodontal therapy would save approximately one tooth per eight years compared to those who adhere to periodontal therapy erratically.\textsuperscript{3} This estimate is considerably higher than that indicated by the findings of the present study. We estimated that a person receiving periodontal therapy in five calendar years in a row, would save 0.06 (0.03; 0.11) teeth compared to a similar person who received no periodontal therapy during those five years. Thus, in contrast to what has been expected in the literature,\textsuperscript{7} the rate of tooth loss seems also to be relatively modest not only in regularly treated but also in non-treated or erratically treated individuals. Even though, being an age when periodontitis incidence is high,\textsuperscript{23} it should be borne in mind that the cohort studied here was relatively young at the outset, 40 years. While we found no impact of the severity of periodontitis on the relationship between periodontal therapy adherence and tooth extractions, it might be speculated that the level of severity of periodontitis has yet to reach a level where tooth extraction become a prominent treatment option. Certainly, it has been observed\textsuperscript{24} that the risk of tooth loss during periodontal maintenance is greater among the 60+ year-olds. In addition to differences in study design and definition of treatment adherence, a key difference between the present study and those included in the meta-analysis\textsuperscript{3} is that the present analysis adjusted for time-invariant and time-varying confounding, whereas the mentioned meta-
analytical estimates were calculated based on unadjusted data. However, it is an untenable assumption that those who adhere to periodontal care are similar to those who do not. While it is well-known that those who receive periodontal therapy differ from those who do not in terms of their baseline characteristics,2,25,26 it is less well recognized that whether one opts for treatment at a certain time point is also influenced by the past periodontal treatment experience and tooth loss, leading to time-varying confounding with treatment-confounder feedback over time. In such situations, methods like g-estimation are required to properly estimate the treatment effect, and more traditional approaches are likely leading to biased treatment effect estimates, because the effects of previous treatments or outcomes on current treatment or future outcomes are not adequately adjusted for.13,14,18-21

In summary, this register-based analysis showed that receiving periodontal therapy has a slightly reducing effect on tooth extractions one to three years ahead. While acknowledging the constraints of our study, our findings offer meaningful evidence on the real-world effectiveness of periodontal therapy against tooth loss which seems to be considerably smaller than anticipated by earlier studies.
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Figure legends

Figure 1. Overview of the data structure underpinning the analyses.

Figure 2. A directed acyclic graph showing a simplified version of analytical design. E is the exposure of interest; O is the outcome; C represents time-fixed confounders; W and V represent time-varying confounders affecting with and without lag (W) or only with lag (V). Numbers (1, 2 or 3) refer to time point. Green paths are causal paths from exposure to outcomes of interest.

Figure 3. An alternative DAG. E is the exposure of interest; O is the outcome; C represents time-fixed confounders; W and V represent time-varying confounders affecting with and without lag (W) or only with lag (V). Numbers (1, 2 or 3) refer to time point. Green paths are causal paths from exposure to outcomes of interest.

Figure 4. The average number of extractions within a calendar year from 2003 to 2021 (outcome) and the proportions of individuals who received periodontal treatment within a calendar year from 2002 to 2020 (exposure).

Figure 5. The effect of receiving periodontal treatment within a calendar year on the number of extracted teeth (A, B, E, F) or probability of at least one tooth extraction (C, D) one to five years later. The right panel shows the effect of receiving periodontal treatment within a calendar year in those with severe or non-severe condition at the baseline.
Table 1. Characteristics of the analyzed sample in 2002 and 2020.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baseline characteristics</strong></td>
<td>n = 1251</td>
<td>n = 1140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men, n (%)</td>
<td>686 (55)</td>
<td>610 (54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe periodontitis, n (%)</td>
<td>646 (52)</td>
<td>592 (52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of teeth, median (IQR)</td>
<td>28 (28, 28)</td>
<td>28 (28, 28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of filled teeth, median (IQR)</td>
<td>12 (8, 16)</td>
<td>12 (8, 16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of decayed teeth, median (IQR)</td>
<td>0 (0, 2)</td>
<td>0 (0, 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish origin, n (%)</td>
<td>1149 (92)</td>
<td>1047 (92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time-varying characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of restorations in a calendar year, median (IQR)</td>
<td>0 (0, 1)</td>
<td>0 (0, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income percentile, median (IQR)</td>
<td>69 (50, 84)</td>
<td>68 (43, 82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 1 or 2 diabetes, n (%)</td>
<td>10 (0.8)</td>
<td>102 (8.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational level, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary school</td>
<td>352 (28)</td>
<td>263 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational</td>
<td>508 (41)</td>
<td>481 (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-cycle higher education</td>
<td>70 (5.6)</td>
<td>69 (6.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-cycle higher education</td>
<td>152 (12)</td>
<td>165 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (4 levels)</td>
<td>169 (13)</td>
<td>162 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Jutland</td>
<td>106 (8.5)</td>
<td>108 (9.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Jutland</td>
<td>288 (23)</td>
<td>261 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Denmark</td>
<td>256 (20)</td>
<td>242 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital region</td>
<td>408 (33)</td>
<td>342 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zealand</td>
<td>193 (15)</td>
<td>187 (16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Eligible sample:
Age 40 years in 2001, first subgingival or surgical treatment for periodontitis in 2001 (S), had a dental examination including reporting of # teeth present, decayed or filled in 2001, lived in DK between 1997 and 2002

- Exposure ▲ = Receipt (yes/no) of any periodontal treatment (supragingival, subgingival or individual prevention) in calendar year;
- Exposure ▲ = Receipt (yes/no) of supragingival scaling or individual prevention in calendar year prior to start of follow-up (lag var);
- Outcome ⬤ = Number of tooth extractions in calendar year;
- Outcome ⬤ = Number of tooth extractions in calendar year prior to start of follow-up (lag var);
- Time-varying covariates ⬤ = highest educational attainment, income percentile, # restorative treatments, diabetes status, region of residence;
- Time-varying covariates ⬤ = # restorative treatments (lag var);
- Time-invariant covariates □ = age, origin, # teeth present, # decayed teeth, # filled teeth, severe periodontitis (yes/no);

Figure 1. Overview of the data structure underpinning the analyses.
Figure 2. A directed acyclic graph showing a simplified version of analytical design. E is the exposure of interest; O is the outcome; C represents time-fixed confounders; W and V represent time-varying confounders affecting with and without lag (W) or only with lag (V). Numbers (1, 2 or 3) refer to time point. Green paths are causal paths from exposure to outcomes of interest.
Figure 3. An alternative DAG. E is the exposure of interest; O is the outcome; C represents time-fixed confounders; W and V represent time-varying confounders affecting with and without lag (W) or only with lag (V). Numbers (1, 2 or 3) refer to time point. Green paths are causal paths from exposure to outcomes of interest.
Figure 4. The average number of extractions within a calendar year from 2003 to 2021 (outcome) and the proportions of individuals who received periodontal treatment within a calendar year from 2002 to 2020 (exposure).
Figure 5. The effect of receiving periodontal treatment within a calendar year on the number of extracted teeth (A, B, E, F) or probability of at least one tooth extraction (C, D) one to five years later. The right panel shows the effect of receiving periodontal treatment within a calendar year in those with severe or non-severe condition at the baseline.